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Abstract

In this perspective piece, we discuss the politics of fashion in the cultural West. We cover issues of social expectation and individual freedom. We comment on where society draws the line with regard to public decency. We also comment on how the approach taken by society to health and public safety issues related to fashion differs markedly from that taken to other similar items.
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1. Politics, the Individual, and Society

A preliminary systematic review, albeit containing over seventy studies, conducted in 2010 (Muntaner et al., 2011) showed that social democracy was better for health than pro-market views such as conservatism (also known as neoliberalism). Yet, pro-market politics largely dominates the developed world currently. These approaches favor “leaving it to the market” as much as possible, and reducing the role of government, making it no surprise that in the UK for example, the Conservative Party (initially a Conservative-led coalition) government’s “cutbacks in social provision are privatising work that is crucial to the substance of life” (Feminist Fightback Collective, 2011). The authors add that “the austerity measures of the… government will affect every facet of human life and relations; they are attempting to undermine the welfare state and to create a profoundly
unequal society” (Feminist Fightback Collective, 2011). We cannot disagree, having seen how this program has unfolded over the intervening years, and see this as an intentional and ideological move (Bambra, 2013), that reflects highly politicized views about the role of the individual and the state, and indeed the value of human beings. Such views are not particularly distant from those that led to the Trump presidency or the Brexit vote, which are both travesties for public health, society and human civilization (Fahy et al., 2017; McKee et al., 2017). Although modern Conservatism in the West is largely respectful of individual freedom, and tends to prioritize this over the needs of society, situations in which individual freedom is not respected tend to be when it comes into tension with the interests of corporate business—indeed, it could be justifiably argued that the business sector ends up largely governing the country.

2. Social Expectation and Individual Freedom in Women’s Fashion in the West

Issues regarding women’s freedom of expression in what they wear are largely associated with areas of the world beyond the cultural West, largely the Arab world. No-one could sensibly claim that any issues with dress codes and freedom in the West come close to matching what is encountered in these other cultural spheres, where sometimes it is required for women to make themselves completely unrecognizable (Barikzai, 2016), and not through choice or for a costume party, but for everyday life. However, interestingly something like the veil can become so much part of a culture that some who are compelled to wear it no longer find it oppressive but “empowering” (Golnaraghi & Dye, 2016). This shows the great power of politics and culture in shaping perceptions of normality.

Yet dress codes are a near-ubiquitous human civilization, and always constrain individual freedom to some extent. Indeed, fashion itself operates through socially normative processes, as discussed in the work of Barnish (Barnish & Barnish, 2016; Barnish et al., 2017). Indeed, even in modern Western society, it is culturally accepted to require both men and women to wear particular items in certain settings. The question for society is solely where to draw the line, and this can be a matter of debate.

The biggest controversy in recent years has come around the issue of high heel wear, and this has powerful political overtones both in terms of gender equality, but also the power of the corporate sector who claim that not being able to control how employees look at work dilutes their brand power. A mass of evidence shows that high heel wear is detrimental to women’s health (Barnish et al., 2017), yet some policymakers want to deny the strength of the evidence so as to not entertain compulsory high heel wear as a health protection issue, since it is politically inconvenient (M. Barnish, personal communication, 2017). It is difficult to know exactly where we stand as a society in ensuring women do not have to wear high heels when they do not wish to do so, but here is our analysis,
greatly informed by the work and correspondence of Barnish. The most progressive policy development globally was surprisingly taken by a right-of-center government, which introduced Clause 8.22 to the British Columbia Occupational Health and Safety Regulation under the Workers Compensation Act (1996). Other countries largely continue to rely on generic equality legislation, whose interpretation currently is rather pro-business due to the political preferences of governing parties, and have not followed British Columbia’s lead.

Yet these generic equality acts are largely considered, at least by governments, to make it illegal for employers to require women to wear high heels. Nevertheless, there have been issues with public awareness (not helped by confused media reporting of policy developments and lack of government clarity), compliance (but this varies by country--with the UK being where most of the issues arose), and also silence about door policies at public entertainment venues (covered by equality legislation in the UK under the “provision of goods and services” clause). Also, legislation cannot address implicit social pressure that operates through peer networks (Barnish et al., 2017). Formal social events are one area where choice may be constrained by unspoken social expectation, although choice is likely to be more than in the past.

Mass publicity around the work of Barnish has undoubtedly shaped public opinion, and “got into the ears” of employers, whereby at least in the UK, and hopefully elsewhere, it would now seem reputationally risky for employers outside very specific industries such as adult entertainment, modeling and acting to require high heels to be worn. Nevertheless, commentaries by Barnish and Morgan (2017) and Morgan and Barnish (2017) starkly reveal the limitations of the political response, likely to be shaped by governments not wanting to be seen to oppose the business community. Future governments may wish to take firmer action, but the political will is unknown, especially in the event of government change. Even the “socialist” government of France at the time was not prepared to take action to suspend the license of the Cannes Film Festival over requirements to wear high heels on the red carpet, and we shall have to see how that situation, that seems largely limited to that one event, progresses in time. High heels may be just the first of many debates about clothing, freedom and gender equality, although is a particularly major one given the health implications.

3. Freedom and Public Decency

Another area in which women’s individual freedom in what they wear is politicized and culturally shaped is the concept of public decency. The definition is often circular, being partially defined by how others react. One controversial area has been the challenge for top free equality, critiquing how in some localities men can go shirtless but women cannot. Even within a single country, such as the USA, there can be federal differences (Begley, 2015). Largely in the West, it is acceptable for cleavage to be shown at adult-dominated social events, although there can be controversy in some settings such as TV shows depending
on the locality. Yet big cleavage has been quite a fashion statement at smart social events recently (Reynolds, 2017) and something as spectacular as this (Just Jared, 2010) from 2010 is unlikely to be seen as shocking any more at the right event. Ultra short skirts are also usually tolerated at evening events in bars and clubs, even if they can lead to exposures of intimate areas that are not strictly in accordance with decency laws, showing the importance of cultural interpretation. The see-through fashion trend, which can reach extremes in celebrity circles, is also popular among certain young women, although it is rarely acceptable out with celebrity events to reach the level for example of Marnie Simpson of wearing a completely see-through dress commando (Fields, 2017).


Although even in the West, fashion is constrained by (fairly liberal) standards of public decency, no standards of public safety are usually enforced. This is despite a growing tendency for health and safety regulation that sometimes appears draconian and unnecessary. Yet, fashion is largely seen politically as a frontier not to be crossed in public safety policy. This is a very complicated area, and there are arguments on both sides (Reynolds, 2017). Yet, to not debate such matters seems remiss given the high frequency with which fashion items are encountered, often in crowded entertainment venues. The stiletto, for example, has been exempted from offensive weapons regulations in all major countries we know about, even though it has a sharp blade that derives from a medieval dagger. Sparkle is widely tolerated, even though it is defined to dazzle, which dictionaries define as “to blind temporarily” (Oxford Living Dictionary, undated), meaning that interfering with others’ vision is allowed for the sake of glamour. Moreover, designers are starting to introduce dresses, and other items, featuring LED lights (LED Clothing Studio, 2016), which are beautiful but, when programmed to flash quickly, may disorientate others.

Similarly, although strict regulation of many trip hazards is common, most formal social events allow dresses with trains, although a few impose restrictions. Trains are glamorous and beautiful and do offer an exaggerated femininity, especially when they are long (Just Jared, 2016). Severe injuries due to stilettos and trains have been observed (Barnish et al., 2017; Kale, 2016; Mail Online Reporter, 2014; White, 2016), although the exact frequency is unknown. Clearly all these items have high social value, and are highly profitable for business, and that explains why they are off the political radar. Women would be sad to see them go, and that makes it politically risky to take action. Indeed, social norms may make it more likely for women to wear such items in certain circumstances, and make it hard for them to be aware of the risks and take them into consideration even if they are aware. This in turn may make transfer the responsibility for not being injured onto bystanders who need to be careful in where they walk, and in turn this may limit some other people’s ability to fully partake in certain events. After all, social norms play a major role in influencing fashion and attitudes towards it.
5. Conclusion

Politics, and political perspectives with regard to the relative roles and values of individuals, businesses, and society play an important role in shaping both what is acceptable in terms of fashion, and the social expectations women may face.
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